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CNVAS ELECTS NEW
EXECUTIVE

IN THIS ISSUE
CURRENT NEWS

by Michael Carroll

The Central Newfoundland Visual Arts Society held its
Annual General Meeting on Tuesday, June 17, 2014, in the
main foyer at the Gordon Pinsent Centre for the Arts. Once the
current business had been taken care of, the Executive
motioned to dissolve itself and elect new officers. Under the
guidance of Mr. Philip Power who ensured the process
followed Robert’s Rules of Order (American version), a new
executive was elected and installed. According to its charter,
the new executive will serve CNVAS for a period of 2 years.
The new executive for CNVAS is:
Craig Goudie, President
Indira Anandakrishnan, Vice
President
JoAnne Maeck, Past President
Maureen Roberts, Secretary &
Exhibits Coordinator
Chris Benjamin, Treasurer
Michael Carroll, PR/Editor
Lynda Andrews, Membership
Diane Bradbury, Social Convenor

NEW EXECUTIVE ELECTED
FROM THE PRESIDENT
CNVAS EXHIBIT: FALL ON THE ROCK
ARTEX 2014
LISE SORENSEN WORKSHOP
COX & PALMER PIVITAL POINT GRANT
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NEWS IN REVIEW
ARTIST SPOTLIGHT: ANDREW DANSEN
CNVAS YOUTH ART COMPETITION
NEW TO YOU WORKSHOPS
MEMBERSHIP PERSONAL NOTES
POT LUCK AND ART SWAP
CNVAS JUNE EXHIBIT

In this photo: Mr. Craig Goudie, newly
elected President, Mr. Philip Power, and
Ms. JoAnne Maeck, Past President
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CNVAS would like to thank Mr. Power for his time and invaluable
assistance in this regard. It would also like to thank Ms. JoAnne Maeck
-photo courtesy of Michael Carroll
for her unsurpassed dedication as President during which time she went
above and beyond the requirements of her position. Currently, artworks
of the winners of the CNVAS Annual Youth Art Competition are hanging at the Gordon Pinsent Centre for the
Arts. The general public is invited to come and view the spectacular collection of art produced by young local
artists. For more information please contact cnvas.information@gmail.com

FROM THE PRESIDENT’S EASEL

“The beginning is the most important part of the work.” (Plato)
Hi CNVAS Member!
On behalf of your newly elected executive I’d like to
thank you for your participation in our past exhibits,
workshops, fairs, murals and socials and invite you to
re-engage with us as we begin another year together
as members of the Central Newfoundland Visual Arts

Society (CNVAS), one of the longest serving, visual
arts groups in our province.
Your executive will be meeting over the summer to
plan our society’s programming for this executive’s
two-year mandate with a view towards future CNVAS
endeavours. You will find contact information for
(continued on page 2)

(cont’d)

your executive members
elsewhere in this newsletter and
I’m encouraging you to make
contact with either of us if you
have an idea or request you’d
like us to consider at this time.
Indeed, please feel free to
contact me or any of the
Executive at any time to offer
suggestions or to discuss
CNVAS matters.
I’d like to take this time to
thank our new Past President,
JoAnne Maeck, and her
executive for their dedicated
service over the last two years.
I’d also like to thank the
members of our new executive

for their willingness to commit to
working together on your behalf
for this term. I am looking
forward to seeing where the
coming months will take us!
Do make the most of our limited
Newfoundland summer. Paint,
draw, photograph, make prints,
sculpt, etc.… and take time to reenergize yourself for the fall.
See you at the fall general
meeting!
Craig

“Art is not a thing; it is a way.”
(E. Hubbard)

ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:

Craig Goudie is a recently
retired teacher with the former
Nova Central School District

ANDREW DANSON DANUSHEVSKY
THE 60 DAYS PROJECT

-by Andrew Danson Danushevksy

The 60 Days Project came 36 years after I was convicted
and sentenced to prison in France for a crime I did not
commit.
In 1977 I had been vacationing in France, Spain and
Morocco with my former wife when upon returning to
France from Morocco through Spain our vehicle was
searched at French Customs. The Customs Official, a
Messr. Gazeille, to our shock removed from our vehicle
500 grams of hashish about which we knew nothing. We
were unable to prove our innocence and after an
interrogation were sent to the ancient prison in Perpignan.

The prison in Perpignan

-photo courtesy of Andrew Danson

It was a traumatic ordeal. My partner was incarcerated with several women and I was put into a cell with 16
other men who were there on charges ranging from petty theft to murder and sexual offences. Canadian
officials at the time were disinterested in our plight until finally I requested that our embassy contact my uncle
who was then Defense Minister with the Pierre Trudeau government. We received the kind of attention not
afforded to other Canadian travelers.
(continued on page 3)
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I was born in England, carried a
British passport, and had access to
the British Consul, a Mr. Kudner,
in Perpigan. After hearing my
story, he suggested that the same
official who ‘found’ it in our
vehicle planted the hashish. The
Customs Official was suspected,
according to the Consul, of
carrying out two similar seizures
with British tourists. Mr. Kudner
explained that the incentive system
whereby customs officials
received 50% of fines and vehicles
confiscations plus job citations,
was a motivator for the actions of
many such officials.

Inside the prison in Perignan

In 2013 I applied for a
Newfoundland and Labrador Arts
Council Arts Grant to return to the
old prison (closed in 1986) and
photograph the 60 Days piece that
was to be part of a larger project
entitled ‘Illusion’. The Illusion
Project concerns the Illusion of
what appears to be reality in
photographs.

-photo courtesy of Andrew Danson

Following a farcical court trial
we were released after 60 days
having paid heavy fines and our
vehicle confiscated. We were
banished from France for 25
years.

The prison was initially a
monastery built in the 13th century
and it had been converted into a
prison during the French
Revolution in 1789. Today it is
being renovated as an historic site
that now appears almost gentrified.

With some degree of political difficulty I managed to gain entrance into a barred off cell that resembled my
own and took the photos which comprised The 60 Days Project. I took other photos of the prison as support
documents.
With thanks I wish to acknowledge the NLAC for its generous support for this project.
-Andrew Danson Danushevsky is a photographic artist currently residing in Change Islands

CNVAS FALL EXHIBIT 2014
FALL ON THE ROCK….
-by Maureen Roberts

Artists are encouraged to create art work for the fall exhibit
(October 2014) with the theme “FALL ON THE ROCK”
in mind. This phrase can be taken in a variety of ways; your
imagination is your only limitation.

Paint or photograph scenes of autumn or paint or photograph whatever you perceive as “FALL ON THE
ROCK”. This suggestion is only that: a suggestion. Artists are permitted to submit up to three original
works of art and they DO NOT have to be centered around this theme. Please note that artworks previously
submitted for exhibition within the previous two years cannot be resubmitted for CNVAS exhibits. All
artwork must be wired and ready to hang on the wall. Membership must be paid up-to-date in order for any
artwork to be considered eligible for the exhibit.
Due to other exhibits that will be on display at the Center in September, we will not be able to hang the
CNVAS exhibit until Monday, October 6, 2014. You will be contacted with the drop-off time. Please do not
hesitate to contact the Exhibits Coordinator should you have any questions, suggestions or concerns.

MEMBERSHIP PERSONAL NOTES
Congratulations to Honorary Member Ms. Anita Cardoulis on her recent birthday July 31, 2014 as an
octogenarian!!!!!!
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CNVAS
Annual Youth Arts Awards 2014
-by Michael Carroll

YOUTH ART
AWARD
WINNERS

Tuesday, June 10, 2014 was an exciting day in Central Newfoundland.
The annual CNVAS Youth Art Awards were presented to ten outstanding
young artists in the Central Region. JoAnne Maeck, President of CNVAS,
emceed the proceedings and made presentations in the following
categories:
Elementary Level, Grades 4 to 6:
First place: Paige Newbury
Second place: Jessie Austin
Third place: Kelsie Skinner and Kathryn Robbins
Intermediate Level, Grades 7-9
First place: Olivia Stacey
Second place: Vicki Moores
Third place: Ashley Hewlett
Senior Level, Level I-III
First place: Faith Taylor
The young aspiring artists received certificates and prizes consisting of
art supplies to encourage their future endeavours. A reception was held
after the awards ceremony where young and old patrons of the arts
enjoyed the atmosphere generated by the stunning artwork. The
winning art entries will be on public display at the Gwendolyn Cooper
Art Gallery until June 2015. The awards were presented during the
opening reception of the CNVAS Summer Exhibit. Forty-one original
works of art are currently on display at the Gordon Pinsent Centre for
the Arts. The eclectic group of art highlights some of the amazing local
talent by Central Newfoundland artists. The public is encouraged to
visit the incredible display.
“Every child is an artist. The problem
is how to remain an artist once the
child grows up.”
-Pablo Picasso

Interested in an informal Plien Air
session within our scenic community?
You’re not alone! Contact Cathy
Simpson at
simpsonoxford@yahoo.com

MEMBERSHIP PERSONAL NOTES
On behalf of its membership, the Executive of CNVAS would like to
extend sincere sympathy and condolences to Rita Sullivan and her
family on the passing on May 31, 2014, of a dearly loved sister, Anita
Cantwell. Our thoughts and prayers are with you and your family
during this time of loss.
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Students in the competition
represented the following schools:
Woodland Primary
St Brendan’s Academy
Hillside Academy
Valmount Academy
MSB Regional Academy
Exploits Valley Intermediate
Avoca Collegiate
Bay D’Espoir Academy
James Collins Academy
Ste. Aneway School
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ART EX FESTIVAL 2014
Exploring Art in the Exploits
-by JoAnne Maeck

As this year’s Art Ex Festival enters it’s fifth year, the
volunteer committee is again looking for the support
of local visual artists and artisans and sponsors. This
year Art Ex 2014 will be held over two (2) weekends
with a variety of art experiences for all ages and skill
levels.
Art Ex Festival Corporation will be holding a FineArts & Crafts Expo on September 26th & 27th,
2014, at the Gordon Pinsent Centre for the Arts in
Grand Falls-Windsor,
Newfoundland. It is our goal
to encourage various
artisans and craft producers
from across the province
and nation to take part in
this event and present their
products. The Fine-Arts &
Crafts Expo will be open to
the general public on Friday,
September 26th from Noon to 9 pm, and on
Saturday, September 27th from 10:00am to
5:00pm. Doors will open to exhibitors at 8:30 am on
Friday to allow ample time for setup, and teardown
will begin at 5pm on Saturday.
CNVAS has secured booth space at this year’s Art
Ex Festival, which will take place September 26 &
27, 2014. CNVAS members are invited to
participate in a silent auction, adhering to the
following guidelines:

• Only original artwork will be accepted. This
includes photography, sculptures, prints,
etc., and doe not include reproductions;
• Membership dues must be up-to-date for 2014;
• Artwork does not have to be mounted or framed;
• Some easels will be provided, however
supplying your own will greatly assist the
set-up;
• Three pieces maximum (space permitting);
• Artwork must be dropped off at the Gordon
Pinsent Centre for the Arts no later than
10:30am, Friday, September 26; all art
must be collected at 5:00pm, Saturday,
September 27, 2014;
• Auction items must include: title, medium and
opening bid (price determined by artist);
• CNVAS will retain 15% of any sales realized;
• Since this is not an exhibit, previously-submitted
artwork to CNVAS shows will be
permitted;
• Participating artists are expected to assist at the
CNVAS booth. A schedule sheet will be
emailed to the membership;
• Please respond to cnvas.information@gmail.com
with your intention to participate.
On October 3-5, 2014, ArtEx will host the Keynote
Gala, Art Workshops, Artist Circles and Art
Exhibitions at the Gordon Pinsent Centre of the
Arts. The Call for Expressions of Interest deadline
was June 30, 2014. Art Ex Festival Corporation is
pleased to have received a number of applications
from local CNVAS members for this weekend
event. As a not-for- profit organization, Art Ex
Festival Corporation is currently in the process of
obtaining corporate sponsorships, grants and
opportunities to fund the final program.

For updates regarding any Art Ex 2014 event or registration, please contact experienceartex@gmail.com or
visit www.facebook.com/ArtExFestivalCorp. If you would like to get involved as a volunteer in any
capacity, please contact JoAnne Maeck at 709-292-2296.

IBEX ARTIST SATURDAY DROP-IN
A reminder that the IBEX Artist Drop-Ins have been booked for the following dates and times:
! August 16th and 23rd, 2014, from 1:00pm until 4:00pm
! September 13th and 20th, 2014, from 1:00pm until 4:00pm
All up-to-date members are encouraged to come and bring a project to start or continue while socializing!
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Sorensen's Studio of Fine Arts
If you are interested in learning more about painting and drawing, consider taking a learning vacation for an
unforgettable one-week intensive learning experience in Newfoundland, Canada. This unique artists
workshop will allow you to develop your artistic skills in the breath-taking environment of Newfoundland's
Gros Morne National Park with the guidance of Lise Sorensen--an experienced teacher and accomplished
landscape painter.
There are ‘plien air’
workshops happening
throughout the summer. You
can find out more about
Lise’s workshops, their
itinerary, about Woody Point
and Gros Morne National
Park, and how to contact her
Ms. Sorensen’s scenic studio will
by visiting her website:
inspire even the coolest soul
The artist at work
www.sorensen-arts.com
-photos courtesy of Sharon Blanchard

Cox and Palmer is
a law firm with
offices located in
St. John’s and
throughout
Atlantic Canada
This grant represents a tremendous opportunity to any
artist interested in promoting their career, developing
the artist’s practice, helping to evolve the artist’s
reputation and visibility within the art world, skill set
development with use of new media or materials
crucial to the development of a specific body of work,
participation in a residency, and covering many of the
associated costs through this grant. However it is not
limited to these examples of its application.
Any and all artists interested in obtaining further
information regarding the Cox & Palmer Pivotal Point
Grant can do so by contacting either the
VANL/CARFAC site, or by contacting any member of
the CNVAS executive.
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-by Cindy Furey

New-To-You Workshop: Lynda Andrews
“Northern Lights”

The Northern Lights “New to You” workshop was held
at IBEX Fuels Community Room on June 7, 2014. The
thirteen members who participated in the workshop
ranged from beginners to more advanced artists.
Lynda Andrews, who facilitated this workshop, did an
excellent job, staying an extra two hours past its
scheduled conclusion to make sure everyone was
satisfied with their piece. Lynda demonstrated her
technique using 300lb hot press watercolour paper,
watercolour paints, masking fluid and a toothbrush. This
technique involved several washes of watercolor, the use
of a hair dryer to speed up the drying process and an
application of masking fluid with a toothbrush.
As well, she brought some of her own pieces so the participants could
see a finished product. All members agreed it was an enjoyable and
informative session and one in which they would like to participate
again.

Instructor Lynda Andrews guiding her
students through the process of creating the
Northern Lights images
-photo courtesy of JoAnne Maeck

“Drawing the Light”
A “New-to-You” Workshop with Craig Goudie
-by JoAnne Maeck

You would think that drawing an egg on a plate
would be a simple task. Well, the 18 artists that participated in the
“Drawing the Light” on June 14th discovered the task to be a little
more daunting. Not only was the still-life image (an egg resting on
a plate) monotone in colour but it reflected light and created
shadows in all directions on the china dinnerware.
We were all challenged
Instructor Craig Goudie guiding his students
through the ‘heady’ concept of ‘drawing the
by our instructor to
light’ instead of lines.
eliminate the urge to
draw lines! Lines- the basis for all perspective drawing! But, this
workshop was designed to help us “find another way to approach
how we make our art”. The exercise made us create shape and
contours with varying degrees of shading using the white charcoal
pencil and a blending stomp. We worked on a very brittle black
piece of Arches paper. One wrong bend in the paper and the artwork
broke away…ruined. Between handling the paper with great
care and using “no solid lines” in your drawing (if you could
help it), this 3-hour event seemed a challenge for both
Local artist and new CNVAS member Karyn
beginner and seasoned artist alike. The Staedtler eraser
Rowsell practicing the technique.
proved to be a useful tool for those of us
(continued next page)
-photos courtesy of Lynda Andrews

(cont’d)

with a heavy hand with the white charcoal pencil.
Craig reassured participants that as we continued
to layer the “shades of white”, the final image
would emerge. He was correct!
Once the first sketching process became familiar,
participants moved on to their second individual
image. Some brought along black-and-white
photos to sketch and others used the variety of still
life options available (skulls, whale bones, shells,
sea urchins).
Participants may not have walked away with a
finished piece ready for framing from this
workshop, but they did engage in a unique
sketching technique and a new approach to
“drawing the light”.

Mr. Goudie addressing the class explaining we would be
working on a concept rather than on a piece of art. Mental
gymnastics but well worth the efforts!
Got an idea for a “New-to-You” workshop you’d like to
attend? Interested in offering one? Contact any executive
member or write cnvas.information@gmail.com

CNVAS Art Swap and Pot Luck Social
-by Christine Benjamin

I think I speak for all CNVAS members and guests who
were in attendance at the 2014 Art Swap and Pot Luck
Social: it was a lot of fun and was a great success.
Held for the first time in IBEX Fuels Community Room,
the space is generously made available to any
community nonprofit organization by Glen (Bruno)
Bradley. We have held several workshops in the same
room in the past and appreciate very much Bruno’s
continued support of the arts in GFW.

CNVAS members in attendance at the Art Swap and Pot
Luck Dinner had the opportunity if they so desired to swap a
piece of their own art anonymously with another CNVAS
member.
-photo courtesy of Judy Chalker

There were twenty-one CNVAS members present and of those, seventeen submitted original works of art for
the swap. There were several new members in attendance, including two members of the camera club.
The Art Swap and Pot Luck is my favourite CNVAS event of the year. It is a wonderful combination of
food, friends and fine art. I have to say, the food was delicious. I think everyone goes out of his or her way to
bring something a little special to this event. There was enough variety to please the most discerning palate.
It was a chance for one and all to put away paintbrushes and cameras (except for the event’s photographer
Judy Chalker); catch up on all the news; meet new members. At the end of this fabulous luncheon the names
of all the members who brought artwork were put in a hat and we drew for our “prize”. Who could possibly
ask for more? We celebrated the event with food, friends and a treasured gift of an original work of art.
Thanks to all members and guests. Your attendance made it the wonderful social happening that it was!
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CNVAS June 2014 Exhibit

CNVAS June 2014 Exhibit

-by Maureen Roberts

Once again the energy and imagination
of our local artists continue to
astound. Forty-one amazing works of art
lined the walls of the Gwendolyn Cooper
Art Gallery throughout the month of
June. Patrons were treated to an eclectic
assortment of paintings, mixed media,
photography and glassworks. With the
2014 CNVAS Youth Art Awards having
been presented in June, the winning
entries are also on display at the
Center. Artwork by students ranging
from grade 4 to 12 complete this
remarkable exhibit and will be on display
to the public until June 2015.
Don’t forget to mark the hanging of the
CNVAS Fall 2014 Exhibit “Fall on the
Rock” on October 6, 2014 on your
calendars!
-photos courtesy of Glen (Bruno) Bradley

CNVAS Executive 2014-2016:
President

Craig Goudie

489-7552

V. President

Indira Anandakrishnan

489-7607

P. President

JoAnne Maeck

292-2296

Secretary

Maureen Roberts

290-1202

Treasurer

Christine Benjamin

489-3844

Editor/PR

Michael Carroll

486-2182

Membership

Lynda Andrews

489-6111

Social Convener

Diane Bradbury

293-2463

THIS NEWSLETTER HAS
BEEN FUNDED BY

Mailing Address:
CNVAS
P. O. Box 52

Committees:
Fundraising

Lynda

Newsletter

Michael

Exhibits

Maureen

Scholarship

Philip Power

Grand Falls-Windsor, NL A2A 2J3

cnvas.information@gmail.com
CNVAS (est. 1976) is a not-for-profit visual art community group
coordinated by a volunteer executive that depends on membership
support for the execution of its program planning and sponsorship
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